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In a restaurant, in a bar, at a festival or at home with friends: if you don’t want to drink alcohol, the options on offer can appear plain and boring. There is a huge opportunity here, however, because alcohol consumption is decreasing as awareness of the health and wellness trend heightens, encouraging more and more consumers to seek out alternatives to alcoholic beverages. Classic soft drinks deliver the intense taste that consumers crave, but can contain high amounts of sugar, so they don’t appeal to those with an eye on their health. So what remains? Flavour specialist Sensient Flavors offers numerous solutions that serve consumer trends and make the “no/low alcoholic” beverage category more appealing ...
PACKAGING

Market novelty: Henkel's GLYMO-free high-performance adhesive solution for retort pouches

Consumer expectations toward food safety in packaging are rising and legislators are tightening the rules to ensure this. As a driving force in the field of laminating adhesives that enable food-safe packaging, Henkel is now introducing a new solution to the market. This formulation was specifically developed for high-performance packaging applications, which include thermal processes like e.g. sterilization. It is completely free of GLYMO, epoxy silane and heavy metals ...

MARKET DATA

Global naturalness study first unveils APAC insights for food and beverage companies

In the last two years, Symrise has conducted a global study on the perception of naturalness covering Asia Pacific, North America, Europe, Africa and Middle East as well as Latin America. More than 13,500 consumers have been engaged globally in five field researches run by the Sensory and Consumer Insights department at Symrise. The studies have explored the attitude and perception of consumers around naturalness in foods and beverages. A first outlook on the results gives insights into the preferences related to naturalness in the Asia Pacific Region ...

PACKAGING

Clariant Masterbatches Initiative seeks to help make plastics packaging more sustainable

As part of a Clariant-wide program to create a more sustainable plastics industry, the Packaging Market Segment within the Masterbatches Business Unit is working to help brand owners and packaging producers realize their objectives for creating packaging that is more environmentally friendly. Clariant's comprehensive portfolio of additive masterbatches, together with unparalleled in-house expertise and collaboration with other industry organizations, allows them to offer solutions in four important areas ...

AGROTEXTILES

Heat wave and solanaceae: ARRIGONI proposes PRISMA® and ROBUXTA®

June 2019 was in Europe the hottest June ever, but the trend is certainly towards new records. For this reason, effective screens for high-tech greenhouses are becoming increasingly important. ARRIGONI, a leading international company in the design and production of agro-textiles for agriculture, it offers two solutions that can help farmers adapt to climate changes in recent years, to produce more and safe food and reduce harmful emissions into the atmosphere ...
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